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This Addendum 1 to the Stress Analysis Report for the Earth Observing System (EOS)
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), A1 module, reports the structural margins of safety and
natural frequency predictions for the design following the EOS AMSU-A1 Mechanical/Structural Subsystem
Critical Design Review (CDR). This report is an addendum to the June 1995 submittal of Aerojet Report
10381. The report has been prepared in accordance with Section 3.4.3 of GSFC 420-05-01, Performance
Assurance Requirements for EOS General Instruments.
1.1 Identification
This is Addendum 1 to the Stress Analysis Report for the Earth Observing System
(EOS)/Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit -A (AMSU-A), module A1. This report is submitted to fulfill the
requirements of Contract NAS 5-32314 CDRL 113, Stress Analysis Report, for the EOS AMSU-A1 module.
The Stress Analysis Report for the A2 module has been submitted under separate cover.
1,2 Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this analysis is to show that the AMSU-A1 module exhibits positive
structural margins of safety when subjected to the design loads given in GSFC 422-11-12-01, General
Interface Requirements Document (GIRD) for EOS Common Spacecraft]Instruments EOS PM Project.
In addition, the dynamic analysis results are used to show that the A1 module natural
frequencies are above 100 Hz and that the simplified test and analytical model requirements of Section 3.4.3
of GSFC 420-05-01, Performance Assurance Requirements for EOS General Instruments, can be applied to
the A1 module.
Document Status and Schedule
This is the submittal of Addendum 1 to the Stress Analysis Report for the A1 module
following the EOS AMSU-A1 Mechanical/Structural Subsystem CDR, held 7 December 1995. Addendum I is
meant to be used in conjunction with the June 1995 submittal of the Stress Analysis Report for the Earth





SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The updated analysis of Addendum 1 shows all positive margins of safety for the
EOS/AMSU-A1 Unit. Since publication of the June 1995 submittal of the Stress Analysis Report, various
modifications have been made to the design and analysis. Addendum 1 analysis reflects these changes. A list








The 1356760 Power Control/Monitor Assy was redesigned (new weight 1.62 lb) and
modeled in the NASTRAN model, replacing CONM2 point masses (.37 lb).
The 1331642 Upper Aft Panel was modified to contain two .05 x .50 ribs to help
support the Power Control/Monitor Assy. The upper horizontal rib supporting the
DC/DC Converter was also notched in three places for assembly purposes.
The 1356784 Transistor Assembly was added as CONM2 point masses (total weight
.50 lb) to the Upper Front Panel.
Natural frequencies were re-calculated per the above three changes, with the
NASTRAN lumped mass option used in place of the coupled mass option. All modes
remained above 100 Hz, with the 1st mode now at 109 Hz.
Mass properties of the EOS/AMSU-A1 Addendum 1 updated configuration show a
109 lb (49.4 kg) unit.
The random vibration analysis was re-done using a Q of 7.1 to match NOAA test data
of the A1 unit. Factors of safety of 1.25 (yield) and 1.4 (ultimate) were used on "3c"
loads. Minimum margin of safety is now +.31 (was +.07 in Ref 1) at the Upper Right
Front Support. In addition, a fatigue evaluation was performed at the June 1995
report most severe location (cumulative usage factor .14 at Upper Right Front
Support), with results now showing a cumulative usage factor of .003.
Analysis is included on panel flange bending stresses resulting from panel tensile
loads and offset flange attachment screws. Random vibration loads are used. Stress
results required the following design changes:
(a) 1331652 Lower Ai_ Panel - Material change to 2024-T851 aluminum.
MS = +.07 Lower flange to t = .125 - .135 (was .050 - .060)
MS = +.12 Upper flange to t = .070 - .080 (was .050 - .060)
MS = +.16 Right flange to t = .070 - .080 (was .050 - .060)
(b) 1331650 Lower Right Panel -
MS = +.06 Lower flange to t = .100 -.110 (was .040 - .060)
(c) 1331401 Lower Front Panel -
MS = +.13 Lower flange to t = .090 - .100 (was .040 - .060)
MS = +.14 Upper flange to t = .060 - .070 (was .040 - .060)
(d)
(e)
1331642 Upper AR Panel - Material change to 2024-T851 aluminum.
MS = +. 11 Lower flange to t = .095 - .105 (was .060 - .070)
1331651 Upper Right Panel - Material change to 6061-T6 aluminum.







(_ 1331447 Lower Right Front Support -
MS = +. 18 Lower flange to t = .045 - .055 (was .040 - .060)
Analysis is included on lower baseplate beam cross-sections at panel attachments.
Random vibration loads are used. Stress results required the following design
change:
(a) 1356405 Lower Baseplate - Membrane under lower aft panel attachment
thickened from .075 +/- .010 to .200 +/- .010 MS = +.09.
To demonstrate the mathematical soundness of the NASTRAN model, the model is
subjected to the GSFC 422-11-12-01 Paragraph 11.1.4.i Deliverable Model Validity
Check, where a rigid-body or stiffness-equilibrium check is performed. The model is
shown to satisfy this check (see Appendix A).
Analysis added pertaining to the fasteners is as follows:
(a) The mounting screws and shear pins of the EOS/AMSU-A1 unit to the
spacecraft mounting surface are evaluated for tensile and shear loadings
along with thread shear. Loading conditions are the three static design loads,
15g_s, independently in the global X, Y, and Z directions. In addition, bearing
and shear tearout of the shear pins onto the baseplate are evaluated for the
loading assumption of all shear reacted at the shear pins (no shear at
mounting bolts). At the mounting bolts, member compression under preload
and bearing and shear tearout in the baseplate are also calculated. Minimum
overall MS in the mounting fasteners is a +.52 margin in the highest loaded
screw under combined tensile and shear load.
(b) The fasteners mounting the panels to the baseplates and other panels are
analyzed for tensile and shear loading and for thread shear. Thread shear
stress calculations also consider the inserts and/or nutplates. Loading
conditions are the three random vibration load cases. In addition, the panels'
offset flange bending stresses are evaluated per the same random vibration
loadings. Minimum MS's are +.06's in the Lower Right Panel lower flange
and the Upper Aft Panel side flange, with a MS of +.10 in the screws
















Lower Motor Mount Panel




Lower Right Front Support
(c) The attachment hardware mounting the significant mass items to the A1
assembly are analyzed for tensile loads per the loading conditions of random
vibration. Superpositioning of finite element model loads, derived from
random vibration analysis, with preload effects, and over-turning moment
effects is performed on the mounted hardware listed below. Minimum MS is












1356429 Receiver Assembly AI-1 Components
(a) 1348360 PLO Assemblies
(b) 1336610 Oscillators
(c) 1331592 Bracket and Components
(d) 1331582 Bracket and Components
(e) 1331595 Bracket and Components
1356409 Receiver Assembly A1-2 Components
(a) 1331165 Bracket and Components
(b) 1331482 Bracket and Components
(c) 1331481 Bracket and Components
(d) 1336610 Oscillators
Fastener length changes, required because of panel and baseplate modifications, are
reflected on the 1356404 Antenna Subassembly Machined - A1 drawing.
Modifications are to (1) the 1331652 Lower Aft Panel attachment to the 1356405
Lower Baseplate, where -9 (if available) or -10 NAS1352N06 fasteners replace the -6
screws, and (2) the 1331642 Upper Aft Panel attachment to the 1331356 Upper
Baseplate, where -10 NAS1352N06 fasteners replace -8 screws. All other fastener
lengths remain unchanged.






determining the magnitude of the stresses in the thin shell elements under
the lower card cage,
hand-calculating the localized stresses in the U-beam cap under the lower
front panel, the lower aft panel, and the lower right panel,
checking the shear stresses in the grooved section at the base of the integral
rib,and
calculatingshear stressesinthethreadsforthe insertsand nutplates.
All baseplate analysis is performed using the loadings attributed to random
vibration. Minimum margins of safety are (1) +4.2 under the lower card cage, (2) +.09
at the lower aft panel, (3) +17 at the grooved section, and (4) +.33 at the internal
threads of a baseplate penetration containing an MS51830-103 insert for attachment
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4.1 Finite Element Model
The NASTRAN finite element model prepared for EOS AMSU-A1 in the June 1995 report
(Report 10381) is modified to a new and more refined model. With the primary changes the modeling of the
re-designed Power Control/Monitor and the inclusion of the Transistor Assy mass, the Addendum 1 model
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The total mass of the model is now 49.4 Kg (109.0 pounds). Appendix A presents a detailed
description of the NASTRAN finite element model, including the rigid-body validity check.
4_2 Boundary Conditions
The model was constrained along the three orthogonal axes at each of the 20 mounting bolt
locations and along the two transverse axes (X and Y in Figure 1) at the 2 dowel pin locations. The
constraints were imposed using NASTRAN single point constraint cards.
4_ Load Application
For the static loads evaluations, the 15g load was uniformly applied over the entire model.
Three load cases were run. Each load case represented the 15g load being applied in one of the axes shown
in Figure 1.
Similarly for the random vibration loadings, the qualification level 9.97 Grins spectrum was
applied along the three orthogonal axes. Three load cases were run. Each load case represented the random
spectrum being applied in one of the axes shown in Figure 1. The Addendum 1 analysis is run with an






The previous submittal of the AMSU-A1 EOS Stress Analysis Report (Report 10381) was
presented in June 1995, prior to the July 26, 1995 initial Critical Design Review (CDR) on the EOS/AMSU-
A1 Mechanical/Structural/Thermal Subsystem. With subsequent comments to the July 1995 presentation
addressed, the EOS/AMSU-A1 Mechanical/Structural/Thermal Subsystem final CDR was presented on 7
December 1995. Addendum 1 is written to house the additional analysis performed due to the added scope to
the analysis resulting from the action items of the July 1995 and December 1995 CDR's.
5.1 Natural Frequencies
The June 1995 submittal concluded that the minimum natural frequency of the EOS AMSU-
A1 unit was 117.6 Hz, with the mode shape involving the flexing of the lower card cage circuit cards. Modes
1 through 4, with mode 4 at 118.6 Hz, all involved lower card cage circuit card and/or cage wall distortion.
Mode 5, at 120.6 Hz identified the deformation of the upper aft and top panels.
Pursuant to the June 1995 report release additional information on the 1356760 Power Control/Monitor
(PC/M) Assembly, which mounts on the upper aft panel, became available. This data, a weight increase plus
a new detailed design layout, allowed the modeling of the PC/M Assembly into the NASTRAN model (in
place of CONM2 point masses). With this addition]modification, along with the addition of the 1356784
Transistor Assy via CONM2 point masses on the Upper Front Panel, the natural frequencies were re-
evaluated, with results listed below. In addition, the NASTRAN analysis method option was changed from a
coupled mass solution to a more conservative lumped mass solution. The new natural frequencies, per the
NASTRAN model post rigid-body equilibrium check, are still above 100 Hz (eliminating the requirement of a
detailed deliverable model), with the 1st mode at 108.9 Hz, mode shape lower card cage circuit cards flexing.
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Figures 4 through 11 depict the new natural frequencies and modeshapes for the 1st 8
modes.
5.2 Random Vibration with Q = 7.1
Subsequent to the July 1995 presentation, the need was identified to re-evaluate random
vibration analysis. The random vibration analysis of the June 1995 report was performed using the
NASTRAN code with a type "G" structural damping value of 0.04. The critical damping percentage is 1/2 of




Q = 1/[2(c/cc)] c/c¢ = fraction of critical damping
With c/co equal to 0.02, an amplification, Q, of 25 was used in the NASTRAN model. A Q of 25
was felt to be a conservative value and precluded the use of additional factors of safety in the random
vibration analysis. Stresses derived from the NASTRAN solution were multiplied by an additional 3.0 factor
to produce "3c" values.
The random vibration analysis of Addendum 1 is re-done using a Q = 7.14 (NASTRAN type
"G" structural damping value of 0.14), corresponding to the largest Q found in test data of the NOAA A1
unit. To the stresses derived from the NASTRAN random vibration stress output, a 3.0 factor is applied to
produce "3c_"values, plus an additional factor of safety (FS) of 1.25 on yield or 1.4 on ultimate is also
employed.
Random vibration analysis in Addendum 1 is presented similarly to the June 1995
submittal. Per structural component, margins of safety (MS) summary tables are given for each direction of
vibration, along with the overall minimum MS table. A fatigue evaluation is performed again at the June
1995 report critical location.
Minimum MS attributed to random vibration "3_" loads, per the methods outlined above, is a
+.31 at the 1331390 Upper Right Front Support. The fatigue evaluation at the Reference 1 critical location,
the Upper Right Front Support, now identifies a cumulative usage factor of only .003, or <1% of the allowed
cycles are utilized.
Addendum 1 Tables 6 through 8 list the NASTRAN model random vibration results.
5_ Panel Flange Bending Stresses
Addendum 1 analysis is concerned with panel flange bending stresses resulting from panel
tensile loads and offset flange attachment screws. Random vibration loads, multiplied by an additional 3.0
factor to produce "3c_" values, and then used with FS's of 1.25 yield and 1.4 ultimate, are more severe than
the static 15g static design loads with FS's, and are thus used in the analysis.
The method employed for evaluation of a flange is to first determine the highest loaded plate
finite element adjacent to the flange of interest. The (tensile) force in the panel perpendicular to the flange
is the primary load reacted at the bolt in the form of a reacted force and a bending moment. This force is
reacted in the flange attachment bolt and the bending moment produces bending in the flange. Both flange
attachment bolts and the flanges themselves are evaluated per hand calculation methods. This data is
summarized by itself in Addendum 1, Table 54, and is utilized in the overall random vibration minimum MS
summary (Table 5). Note that no static design load flange bending stress calculations are performed, thus
the overall static design load minimum MS summary (Table 1) contains no flange bending hand calculation
results. Minimum margin of safety is at the 1331650 Lower Right Panel with MS = +.06.
5.4 Summary Tables
Margins of safety results, presented in Addendum 1, are the following tables. Tables 1
through 8 and 34 are modified June 1995 report Tables. Table 1 is the overall static loading (15g_s in either
Y_ Y, or Z directions) summary table. Tables 2, 3, and 4 present NASTRAN shell and beam results for static
loads in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively.
Table 5 is the overall random vibration (Q = 7.1) summary table. Tables 6, 7, and 8 present
NASTRAN shell and beam results for random vibration loads in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively.
Table 34 is a fatigue summary for the June 1995 report critical location at the Upper Right




Tables 54 through 59 are new Tables of Addendum 1. Panel flange bending stresses per
random vibration loads are summarized in Table 54, with the results of the attachment screws of the panel
flanges in Table 55.
Lower baseplate mounting bolts and associated fastener hardware stresses per static design
loads (15g_s in either X, Y, or Z directions) are summarized In Table 56.
Thread shear results in the attachment hardware connecting the panels to baseplates and
other panels per random vibration loads are found in Table 57.
Large mass item attachment screw stresses per random vibration loads are found in Table
58.
Lower baseplate stresses per random vibration loads are shown in Table 59.
The Earth Observing System (EOS)/Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), A1
unit is shown in Addendum I to exhibit all positive margins of safety and is therefore suitable for flight.


































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY













PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER 1331414-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT UPPER 1331389-1 ALUM/7075-T651
PANEL, FRONT, LOWER 1331401-1 ALUM/6061-T651
PANEL, AFT, LOWER 1331652-1 ALUM/2024-T851
BASEPLATE, UPPER 1331356-1 ALUM/6061-T651
PANEL, FRONT UPPER 1331352-1 ALUlVVT075-T651
PANEL, AFT WALL, UPPER 1331642-3 ALUM/2024-T851







_PANEL, TOP 1356866-1 ALUM/6061-T6
PANEL, SIDEWALL, LEFT 1356626-1 ALUM/6061-T6
MOTOR ROTOR SHAFT 1333645-1 303 CRES A
COND
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER 1331445-1 ALUM/6061-T6
LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER 1331405-1 ALUM/6061-T6
RIGHT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331647-1 ALUM/6061-T6
LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331646-1 ALUM/6061-T6
RIGHT
CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER) 1331600-1 ALUM/6061-'1"6
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8 ALUM/6061-T6
































































































































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
15 g's IN X - DIRECTION
DESCRIPTION
3ASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER



























PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT 1331650-4
LOWER
PANEL, SUPPORT, RIGHT 1331390-1
FRONT UPPER
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT- 1331651-1
UPPER
PANI=I TOP 1356866-1
PANEL, SIDEWALL, LEFT 1358626-1
MOTOR ROTOR SHAFT 1333645-1
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER 1331445-1
LEFT






CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER)
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER


























































































































































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
15 g's IN Y - DIRECTION
DESCRIPTION
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER





























SHELF, RF, UPPER 1331491-1 BE/SR-200E
SUPPORT PANEL, LOWER 1331447-1 ALUM/6061-T651
RIGHT FRONT
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT 1331650-4 ALUM/6061-T6
LOWER
PANEL, SUPPORT, RIGHT 1331390-1 ALUM/6061-T651
FRONT UPPER
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT- 1331651-1 ALUM/6061-T6
UPPER
PANEL,TOP 1356866-1 ALUIW6061 -T6
PANEL, SIDEWALL, LEFT 1356626-1 ALUM/6061-T6














CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER) 1331600-1









































ULTIMATE MAXIMUM MARGINS OF SAI-I= I Y
(psi) STRESS (psi) YIELD ULTIMATE
42000 4925 4.69 5.09
75000 1066 48.53 49.25
75000 1017 50.92 51.68
42000 4198 5.67 6.15
66000 5346 7.68 7.82
42000 5136 4.45 4.84
75000 4706 10.22 10.38
66000 1171 38.62 39.26
70000 1612 23.81 30.02
70000 623 63.21 79.26
42000 3451 7.11 7.69
42000 10092 1.77 1.97
42000 6313 3.44 3.75
42000 703 38.83 41.67










42000 601 45.59 48.92
42000 1896 13.77 14.82
42000 1179 22.75 24.45
42000 746 36.53 39.21
75000 501 104.39 105.93
75000 1044 49.57 50.31


































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
15 g's IN Z - DIRECTION
PART
DESCRIPTION NUMBER
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER 1356405-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER 1331414-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT UPPER 1331389-1
PANEL, FRONT, LOWER 1331401-1
PAN E L, AFT, LOWE R 1331652-1
BASEPLATE, UPPER 1331356-1
PANEL, FRONT UPPER 1331352-1











SHELF, RF, LOWER 1331556-1 BE/SR-200E
SHELF, RF, UPPER 1331491-1 BE/SR-200E
SUPPORT PANEL, LOWER 1331447-1 ALUM/6061-T651
RIGHT FRONT
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT 1331650-4 ALUM/6061-T6
LOWER
PANEL, SUPPORT, RIGHT 1331390-1 ALUM/6061-T651
FRONT UPPER
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT- 1331651-1 ALUM/6061-T6
UPPER
PANEL,TOP ALUM/6061 -T6





























CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER) 1331600-1 ALUM/6061-T6
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8 ALUM/6061-T6
































































































































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
SUMMARY OF RANDOM VIBRATION MINIMUM MARGINS
PART
DESCRIPTION NUMBER
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER 1356405-1
PANEL MOTOR MOUNT LOWER 1331414-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT UPPER 1331389-1
PANEL, FRONT, LOWER 1331401-1
PANEL AFT, LOWER 1331652-1
BASEPLATE, UPPER 1331386-1
PANEL, FRONT UPPER 1331352-1
PANEL AFT WALL,UPPER 1331642-3
SHELF, RF, LOWER 1331556-1
SHELF, RF, UPPER 1331491-1
SUPPORT PANEL, LOWER 1331447-1
RIGHT FRONT


























CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8











































ULTIMATE 3 SIGMA MARGINS OF SAPk'f Y'
(PSI) STRESS (PSI) YIELD ULTIMATE
42000 25654 0.09 0.17
75000 39937 0.32 0.34
75000 43788 0.21 0.22
42000 24692 0.13 0.21
66000 43374 0.07 0.09
42000 17148 0.63 0.75
75000 43260 0.22 0.24
66000 43774 0.06 0.08
70000 6641 4.85 6.31
70000 7067 4.66 6.08
42000 23766 O. 18 0.26
42000 26502 0.06 0.13
42000 21390 0.31 0.40
42000 25894 0.08 0.16
42000 2215 11.64 12.54
42000 3432 7.16 7.74
42000 5487 4.10 4.47
42000 6192 3.52 3.84
42000 7674 2.65 2.91
42000 8641 2.17 2.39
42000 6810 3.11 3.41
42000 11730 1.39 1.56
30000 3076 3.16 5.97
42000 4729 4.92 5.34
42000 3537 6.92 7.48
42000 9174 2.05 2.27
75000 9393 4.62 4.70
75000 14595 2.62 2.67



































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
RANDOM VIBRATION IN X - DIRECTION
DESCRIPTION
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER





PANEL, AFT WALL, UPPER
'SHELF, RF, LOWER
SHELF, RF, UPPER
SUPPORT PANEL LOWER RIGHT FRONT
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT LOWER




SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER RIGHT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER RIGHT
CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER)
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER
CALIBRATION SOURCE ASSY, WL (LOW)














1331556-1 BE/SR -200E 50000
1331491-1 BE/SR-200E 50000
1331447-1 ALUM/6061-T651 35000
1331650-4 ALUM/6061 -T6 35000
1331390-1 ALUM/6061-T651 35000
1331651-1 ALUM/6061 -T6 35000
1356866-1 ALUM/6061 -T6 35000
1356626-1 ALUM/6061 -T6 35000
1331445-1 ALUM/6061-T6 35000
1331405-1 ALUM/6061 -T6 35000
1331647-1 ALUM/6061-T6 35000









ULTIMATE 3 SIGMA MARGINS OF SAFETY
(psi) STRESS (psi) YIELD ULTIMATE
42000 3474 7.06 7.64
75000 9108 4.80 4,88
75000 7155 6.38 6.49
42000 8328 2.36 2.60
66000 6324 6.34 6.45
42000 8112 2.45 2.70
75000 21998 1.40 1.44
66000 5937 6.82 6.94
70000 5630 6.10 7.88
70000 1859 20.52 25.90
42000 1254 21.33 22.92
42000 5096 3.59 3.92
42000 10314 1.71 1.91
42000 3530 6.93 7.50
42000 1034 26.08 28.01
42000 3432 7.16 7.74
42000 5487 4.10 4.47
42000 6192 3.52 3.84
42000 7674 2.65 2.91
42000 8841 2.17 2.39
42000 1913 13.64 14.68
42000 4113 5.81 6.29
30000 3076 3.16 5.97
42000 1745 15.05 16.19
42000 3537 6.92 7.48
42000 9174 2.05 2.27
75000 9393 4.62 4.70
75000 14595 2.62 2.67



































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
RANDOM VIBRATION IN Y - DIRECTION
DESCRIPTION
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER










PAN EL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT 1331650-4
LOWER
PANEL, SUPPORT, RIGHT 1331390-1
FRONT UPPER
I PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT- 1331651-1
i UPPER
PAN EL,TOP 1356866-1
PANEL, SIDEWALL, LEFT 1356626-1
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER 1331445-1
LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER 1331405-1
RIGHT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331647-1
LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331646-1
RIGHT
CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER) 1331600-1
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8





REFI PCTOR ASSY (LOWER)
REFLECTOR ASSY (UPPER)
PART MATERIAL/ YIELD ULTIMATE


























1331 406-1 ALU M/6061 -T6 35000
1355777-1' ALUM/7075-T6 66000
1355777-1 ALUM/7075-T6 66000
3 SIGMA MARGINS OF SAFETY
STRESS (psi) YIELD ULTIMATE
42000 9435 1.97 2.18
75000 1989 25.55 25.93
75000 5487 8.62 8.76
42000 8653 2.16 2.39
66000 10845 3.28 3.35
42000 17148 0.63 0.75
75000 14627 2.61 2.66
66000 3939 10.78 10.97
70000 3960 9.10 11.53
70000 2517 14.89 18.86
42000 6177 3.53 3.86
42000 19551 0.43 0.53
42000 21390 0.31 0.40
42000 2557 9.95 10.73
42000 1125 23.89 25.67
42000 2047 12.68 13.66
42000 5085 4.51 4.90
42000 1212 22.10 23.75
42000 5757 3.86 4.21
42000 8175 2.43 2.67
42000 5276 4.31 4.69
42000 4554 5.15 5,59
30000 915 12.99 22.42
42000 2434 10.50 11.33
42000 2199 11.73 12.64
42000 4638 5.O4 5.47
75000 4368 11.09 11.26
75000 8229 5.42 5.51



































AMSU-A1 MARGINS OF SAFETY
RANDOM VIBRATION IN Z - DIRECTION
PART
DESCRIPTION NUMBER
BASEPLATE ASSEMBLY, LOWER 1356405-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT LOWER 1331414-1
PANEL, MOTOR MOUNT UPPER 1331389-1







PANEL, AFT, LOWER 1331652-1 ALUM/2024-T651
BASEPLATE, UPPER 1331356-1 ALUM/6061-T651
PANEL, FRONT UPPER 1331352-1 ALUM/7075-T651
PANEL, AFT WALL,UPPER 1331642-3 ALUM/2024-T851
SHELF, RF, LOWER 1331556-1 BEJSR-2OOE
SHELF, RF, UPPER 1331491-1 BE/SR-200E
SUPPORT PANEL, LOWER 1331447-1 ALUM/6061-T651
RIGHT FRONT
PANEL, SIDEWALL, RIGHT 1331650-4 ALUM/6061-T6
LOWER
















ALUIVl/6061 -T6SHIELD, WARMLOAD, LOWER
RIGHT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331647-1 ALUM/6061-T6
LEFT
SHIELD, WARMLOAD, UPPER 1331646-1 ALUM/6061-T6
:tIGHT
CARD CAGE ASSY (LOWER) 1331600-1
CARD CAGE ASSY, UPPER 1331162-8
























































































































RANDOM VIB STRESSES Q = 7.1




STRESS @ 1 SIGMA
STRESS @ 2 SIGMA
STRESS @ 3 SIGMA
EFFECTIVE FREQUENCY
REQ'D CYCLES/STRESS
CYCLES @ 1 SIGMA
CYCLES @ 2 SIGMA
CYCLES @ 3 SIGMA
TOTAL REQ'D CYCLES
MATERIAL 6061-T6
MIL-HDBK-5F FIG 3.6.2.2.8, R = -1.0
ENDUR LIMIT @ 100000000 CYCLES
FATIGUE SUMMARY
X-STRESS @ 3 SIGMA
X-STRESS @ 2 SIGMA
X-STRESS @ 1 SIGMA
Y-STRESS @ 3 SIGMA
Y-STRESS @ 2 SIGMA
Y-STRESS @ 1 SIGMA
Z-STRESS @ 3 SIGMA
Z-STRESS @ 2 SIGMA













































5.4.1 Panel Flange Bending Stresses and Attachment Screw Stresses per Random
Vibration Loads
The following pages contain a detailed analysis of panel flange bending stresses and




ITABLE 54 A1-EOS PANEL FLANGE BENDING STRESS SUMMARY +RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
COMPONENT










PART NO. FLANGE MAT'RL Fty MIN t STRESS FS
PSI IN PSI
1331390 ALL 6061 -T6 35000 0.065 19776
1331652 LOWER 2024-T851 58000 0.125 43374
UPPER 2024-T851 58000 0.07
RIGHT 2024-T851 58000 0.07
1331650 LOWER 6061-T6 35000
1331352 LOWER 7075-T6 66000
UPPER 7075-T6 66000
RIGHT 7075-T6 66000
1331414 LOWER 7075-T6 66000 0.05
TOP 7076-T6 66000 0.05




1331401 LOWER 6061-T6 35000
UPPER 6051-T6 35000
1331642 LOWER 2024-T851 58000 0.095 41836
UPPER 2024-T851 58000 0.05 37944
SIDE 2024-T851 58000 0.05 43774
1331651 LOWER 6061-T6 35000 0.06 25894













































TABLE 55 A1-EOS PANEL FLANGE A'I-FACHMENT SCREW STRESS SUMMARY - RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
3OMPONENT PART NO. TYPE MAT'RL FLANGE Ftu LENGTH NO. FORCE STRESS FS MS
PSI IN BOLTS LB/IN PSI
UPPER RIGHT
FRONT SUPPORT
1331390 NAS1352N06 _,LLOY STEEL LOWER 160000 6.5 3 86.4
NAS1352N06 _LLOY STEEL AFT 160000 6.2 3 70.65
20605 1.4 4.55
16072 1.4 6.11
LOWER AFT PANEL 1331652 NAS1352N06 _,LLOY S/EEL_ LOWER 160000 10.563 8
NAS1352N06 ALLOYSTEEL UPPER 160000 8.498 6
NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL RIGHT 160000 8.77 7
716.4 104119 114 0.10
213.39 33267 1.4 2.44





1331650 NAS1352N06 ALLOYSTEEL LOWER 160000 19.29 15
1331352 NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL LOWER 160000 10.575 7
NAS1352N06 ALLOYSTEEL UPPER 160000 10.575 7
NAS1352N06 AIIOYSTEEL RIGHT 160000 11.5 8
317.64 44963 1.4 1.54
73.227 12177 1.4 8.39
<73.227 <12.177 1.4 >8.38
37.665 5960 1.4 18.18
LOWER MOTOR MT 1331414 NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL LOWER 160000 10.562
PANEL
UPPER MOTOR MT 1331389 NAS1352N06 ALLOYSIP'I=L LOWER 160000 10.563 6
_ANEL
NAS1352N06 ALLOYSIP'IzL RIGHT 160000 6.245 3
NAS1352N06 AIIOYST_F-'L TOP 160000 10.563 6
6 89.52 17346 1.4 5.59
76,713 14866 1.4 6.69
99,525 22804 1.4 4.01
<76.713 <14866 1.4 >6,69
LOWER FRONT 1331401
PANEL
NAS1352N06 AllOYSTEEL LOWER 160000 10.563 8
NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL UPPER 160000 10.288 7
209.49 30446 1.4 2.75
93.741 15165 1.4: 6.54
UPPER AFT PANEL 1331642 NAS1352N06 ALLOY,STEEL LOWER 160000 11.7 9
NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL UPPER 160000 9.8 7
NAS1352N06 AllOY STI::EI SIDE 160000 11.6 8
383.49 54875 1.4 1.08
111.12 17124 1.4 5.67
128.721 20544 1.4 4.56
UPPER RIGHTPANEL 1331651 NAS1352N06 ALLOYSTEEL LOWER 160000 8.783 7
LOWER RIGHT 1331447 NAS1352N06 ALLOY STEEL LOWER 160000 6.5 3
SUP PORT
128.472 17743 1.4 5.44
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5.4.2 Lower Baseplate Mounting Bolts and Pins Stresses per 15g Static Design Loads
The following pages contain a detailed analysis of lower baseplate mounting bolts and pin
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EOS AMSU-AI STATIC ANALYSIS







































































EOS AMSU-AI STAtiC ANALYSIS



















































































EOS AMSU-AI STATIC ANALYSIS
LAUNCH SHOCK LOAD GZ-15
HAY 11, 1995
FORCES OF SI NGLE-POI NT
POINT ID. TYPE T1 T2 T3
1 G -1.938496E+01 -1.031298E+01 -5.532035E+01
4 G -2.114051E+01 -5.205739E+00 -3.193669E+01
7 G " -2.123874E+00 -2.408677E+01 -1.992273E+02
9 G 2.555438E+01 3.230314E+00 -6.137473E+01
12 G 8.647001E+00 4.380313E+00 -4.614014E+01
15 G -2.639420E+00 8.850567E+G0 -4.880497E+01
17 G -4.054764E+01 4.674185K+00 -1.398236E+02
21 G 6.168258E+01 -5.916256E+01 -5.882284E+01
85 G -1.630356E+01 -1.521022E+00 -5.358508E+01
105 G 7.041644E+0C 4.292433E+01 -1.235561E+C2
127 G -3.645182E+00 -8.849172E-01 0.0
147 G 1.124046E+01 -1.528708E+00 0.0
169 G -1.144201E+01 -1.275482E+01 -5.711489E+01
189 G 3.653283E+00 -4.854662E+01 -1.712159E+02
254 G -7.883881E+00 1.581296E÷01 -1.267313E+00
257 G -2.067689E+01 -5.077182E+00 -6.299686E+01
261 G 7.427674E+00 5.385385E+01 -1.468824E+02
263 G 1.966401E+01 -3.097493E+00 -6.651685E+01
266 G 3.598240E+00 -8.165441E+00 -3.99C044E+01
269 G 8.849655E+00 -1.037084E+01 -4.03C9i7E+01
271 G -5.964692E+01 3.574720E-01 -1.547499E+02
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EOS AIZSU-AI STA?IC ANALYSIS
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5.4.3 Thread Shear Stresses in Attachment Hardware per Random Vibration Loads
The following pages contain a detailed analysis of thread shear stresses in attachment




TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I



























APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD
LB FS FACTOR LB
408 1.4 0.565 722
408 1.4 0.565 722
408 1.4 0.513 692







0.0355 20330 27000 0.33
0.025 28869 48000 0.66
0.0344 20117 48000 1.39




TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I































APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL SHEAR THREAD
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD AREA SHEAR
LB FS FACTOR LB SQ. IN PSI
158 1.4 0.602 532 0.0355 14990
158 1.4 0.602 532 0.025 21286
158 1.4 0.56 523 0.0344 15200











TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I




























APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL SHEAR THREAD
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD AREA SHEAR
LB FS FACTOR LB SQ. IN PSI
110 1.4 0.606 492 0.0355 13868
110 1.4 0.606 492 0.025 19693
110 1.4 0.565 486 0.0344 14128











TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I































TOTAL SHEAR THREAD ALLOWABLE MARGIN
LOAD AREA SHEAR Fsu OF
LB SQ. IN PSI PSI SAFETY
974 0.0341 28557 84000 1.94
974 0.0208 46817 96000 1.05
LB SQ. IN PSI PSI SAFETY
652 0.0341 19117 84000 3.39
652 0.0208 31341 96000 2.06




















ITABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
i I I I I


















I J I I
APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL SHEAR THREAD ALLOWABLE MARGIN
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD AREA SHEAR FSU OF
LB FS FACTOR LB SQ. IN PSI PSI SAFETY
161 1.4 0.322 472 0.0341 13829 84000 5.07
161 1.4 0.322 472 0.0208 22672 96000 3.23














1331390 UPPER RIGHT FRONT
LB FS FACTOR
207 1.4 0.505
399 207 1.4 0.505
SUPPORT PANEL









TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I








PRELOAD APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL SHEAR THREAD
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD AREA SHEAR
LB LB FS FACTOR LB SQ. IN PSI






TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD
I
1331401 LOWER FRONT PANEL TO 1356405
399 277 1.4 0.457 576 0.0208 27703





















































TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I
1331389 UPPER MOTOR MOUNT PANEL TO 1331356 UPPER BASEPLATE
LOAD
CASE
INT/EXT PRELOAD APPLIED APPLIED
THREADS LOAD LOAD
LB LB FS


















TOTAL SHEAR THREAD ALLOWABLE MARGIN
LOAD AREA SHEAR Fsu OF
LB SQ. IN PSI PSI SAFETY
512 0.0355 14415 27000 0.87
512 0.025 20470 48000 1.34
504 0.0344 14658 48000 2.27
















TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I
































JOINT TOTAL SHEAR THREAD ALLOWABLE MARGIN
STIFFNESS LOAD AREA SHEAR Fsu OF
FACTOR LB SQ. IN PSI PSI SAFETY
0.605 493 0.0355 13888 27000 0.94
0.605 493 0.025 19721 48000 1.43
0.566 487 0.0344 14156 48000 2.39




TABLE 57 AMSU EOS-A1 THREAD SHEAR PER RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
I I I I I I



























APPLIED APPLIED JOINT TOTAL SHEAR
LOAD LOAD STIFFNESS LOAD AREA
LB FS FACTOR LB SQ. IN
187 1.4 0.586 552 0.0355
187 1.4 0.586 552 0.025
187 1.4 0.541 541 0.0344
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5.4.4 Large Masses Attachment Screw Stresses per Random Vibration Loads
The following pages contain a detailed analysis of large masses attachment screw stresses












LARGE MASS 65050 X
Y
Z
DC/DC CONVERTER 1408 X
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5.4.5 Lower Baseplate Stresses per Random Vibration Loads





TABLE 59 A1-EOS 1356405 LOWER BASEPLATE STRESSES - RANDOM VIBRATION LOADS
STRESS LOAD LOCATION MATERIAL 3s STRESS Fty/Ftu FS MARGIN OF






RANDOM Z EL 289 6061 -T6 5755 35000 1.25 3.87
5755 42000 1.4 4.21
LOAD
CASE
LOCATION MATERIAL 3s STRESS Fty/Ftu FS MARGIN OF
PSI PSI SAFETY
RANDOMY LOWER FRONT_ 6061-T6 18594
ATTACHMENTS PANEL 18594




SHEAR _D-[ESS IN LEFT RANDOM Y
PANEL FLANGE GROOVE
PANEL 25654









EL 3256 5061 -T6
3s STRESS Fsu FS MARGIN OF
PSI PSI SAFETY
1023 27000 1.4 17.85
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LOWER BASEPLATE SHELL ELEMENTS RANDOM VIBRATION RMS STRESSES Q=7.1








RMS STRESS RMS STRESS (HZ)
(PSI) (PSI)
285(3) 156 963 403
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NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Report 10381
Addendum 1
NASTRAN Mathematical Validity Check
To demonstrate the mathematical soundness of the NASTRAN model, the model is subjected
to the GSFC 422-11-12-01 Paragraph 11.1.4.i Deliverable Model Validity Check, where a rigid-body or
stiffness-equilibrium check is performed. Using NASTRAN Solution 3, a DIAG 64 ALTER 126 DMAP is run.




















A NASTRAN correspondence on the rigid-body check describes the requirements of the test.
"The basic function of this check is to multiply through a cross product the free stiffness
matrix by the model rigid body matrix. The matrix which results from this multiplication can be thought of
as the internal forces which must be applied to the structure to overcome any model internal constraint to
achieve the desired rigid body motion. This matrix is titled the KFFR matrix. The smaller the magnitude of
the numbers in the matrix, the less internal constraint present in the model. The DMAP will print any
values larger than 1.0E-2. In an attempt to evaluate the effect of any internal constraint, the KFFR matrix
is divided by the diagonal stiffness term of each respective row. The resulting matrix is considered
'normalized' and is titled the KFFRN matrix. A satisfactory KFFRN matrix will generally have terms
less than 1.0E-5." " " "
Thus terms of the KFFRN matrix need be less than 1.0E-5.
The NASTRAN EOS/AMSU-A1 finite element model has been checked and modified to
conform to GSFC 422-11-12-01 Paragraph 11.1.4.i requirements. All terms of the KFFRN matrix are less
than 1.0E-5. There were, however, modifications to the model required to reach satisfactory equilibrium.




Using large field data transfer from PATRAN to NASTRAN. This eliminated
truncation errors at several GRID cards and out-of-plane elements.
Modifying GRIDs slightly to insure all GRIDs of an element lie in a plane (i.e. Power
Control Module and the Warmload Housings ).
Constructing several massless, stiffless, CBAR elements in the Reflector Shrouds.
Upon making the above changes, the KFFRN matrix became null. A check of the 1st ten non-
rigid-body modes before and after the model modifications demonstrated no significant change in natural









1 i 108.9 Hz .-" 109.0 Hz
............................ @ ................................................................
2 i 109.0 i 109.0
........................................ _ ........................... °°* ............................ T" .......................................................... ° .......3 109.6
.......................................•_...................................... i 109.6
. . ................................................................. . ...... ,° ............
4 i 109 7 _ 109.7
5 - 115.9 " 116.3
...................._ ............:' ..................i'_'i':_.......................? .............................................................
........................................: ............................................._ .........,1.2.1.:4.......................
7 : 122.2 i 122.2
.................... °................ °..._ .............. ,., .............. .., ....... ° ................ ._" ..o...° ........................... °................................
8 i 122.3 _ 122.3
...................._.................".--"..................i;i'_'_.......................- .....................i¥_?_".........................
10 i 147.2 i 147.2
The NASTRAN finite element model of the EOS AMSU-A1 module is shown in its entirety in
Figure 3 and again in Figure A1 in this appendix. Figure A2 is a section view of the model, showing the
components modeled in the interior (i.e. shelves, card cages, warmload structures). Elements and grids are
highlighted in the piece part models of Figures A3 through A58 that are combined to form the A1 module
model. The following components are identified:
Component ! Figures








.p.._._._......_.o._..L._j. . . ." .....................T........:_DX_i ........................
Lower Motor Mount P_'el ......................................"_2"-'X3"_i ..........
............. ...................................................................................... _.... ....................................... . ........
-q_--m..._..._°._r..._..°._.L..P.._._. . . . A35-A37
Loft Panel/Beam Sup.p.ort ...................i ........"_'8"-'A3"9 ........................
.... ,°° ........ ° ....... °°.,..° .............................................. . ........... °._ ....................................... _ ..........
Lower Rig..h..t Panel A40-A42
'____ ................................................i x_:__ ...............
U_er ...l_.:g..h.tFront Su_t}.ort i A47
..,......**,°.....°.....**°.. ...... ,°......,... .... . ......°**°.° ...... ....°. ....... ***T'......,.....**.... ...... ,°....., ......... °....°,°**.,Lower Left Shield
................................................................. i A48
Lower Rig..h.t Shield ................................ i .........A'4"9....................................
__ __ .........................................................x_
_ _a;_;_ia...............................................i x_
,.U,,.p.p.er...C,.,,,_,.d,....C,.,age..,_semb.l.y,... .... ...... . .. .....A53
Lower Reflector Assemb.ly.. ........"AS_ ..................................
,....I_.....w...e..r.....W...armload . StructureA56
._.P.e.r..._'!._::ZZZZ:;;:;;'"Z;;..............._ ."_'c_'_X_'_"............
Upper Aft Panel w/PCM .................... i ........"_8 ..................................
Addendum 1 shows only the components modified from the June 1995 submittal. These are
Figures A23-A25 (Upper Aft Panel), Figure A30 (Upper Front Panel Bars, Beams, and Masses), and new
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